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Wilkinson’s (1) critique of psychoanalysis and psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy is weakened by inconsistent use of crucial terms, a systematically biased selectivity in reviewing empirical evidence and prior debates, and a failure to address issues crucial for a scientific understanding of psychotherapy.

Wilkinson (1) has questioned the place of psychoanalysis and psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy in the National Health Service (NHS). His argument is weakened by inconsistent use of crucial terms, a systematically biased selectivity in references to empirical evidence and prior debates, and a failure to address the crucial issues for understanding and evaluating psychotherapy.

In order to unravel the confusion brought about by Wilkinson’s careless use of terminology, we must distinguish between ‘psychotherapy’ and ‘psychoanalysis’. ‘Psychotherapy’ is generally used, in the scientific literature, in a broad and inclusive sense:

“The informed and planful application of techniques derived from established psychological principles, by persons qualified through training and experience to understand these principles and to apply these techniques with the intention of assisting individuals to modify such personal characteristics as feelings, values, attitudes and behaviours which are judged by the therapist to be maladaptive or maladjusted’ (2).

Within this broad class of psychotherapies, psychoanalysis, as described in the account from Dare (3) used by Wilkinson to identify the target of his attack, is a highly specific subtype, not normally practised within the NHS and itself the subject of remarkably little evaluative research. It is highly misleading of Wilkinson to imply thereby that the psychiatrists, nurses, social workers, counsellors and clerics to whom he refers are carrying out psychoanalysis involving up to two hundred hours of therapy per patient per year, using traditional, passive technique, and conceptualised at a high level of theoretical abstraction. In practice, these professions are perforce guided by resource constraints towards brief psychotherapy or longer-term ‘maintenance’ work which may prevent hospitalisation and maintain the patient’s active contribution to the community. Of course, it is true that much of this work is influenced by psychoanalytic principles or derivatives thereof; but this does not mean that it fits Dare’s description. Wilkinson’s inconsistent use of terminology gives illusory force to his strictures against the cost-effectiveness of psychotherapeutic services, by implying that these are more costly per patient treated than is in fact the case.

Wilkinson’s (1) account of research on the efficacy of psychotherapy is similarly riddled with terminological confusion. In this discussion, he appears to use the terms ‘psychoanalysis/psychoanalytic’ and ‘psychotherapy/psychotherapeutic’ interchangeably. A tiny proportion, at most, of the studies included in metanalytic reviews involve psychoanalysis. These reviews address the evaluation of psychotherapy in general, rather than of psychoanalysis.

None the less, it is worth considering whether Wilkinson’s account of the scientific literature is fair to psychotherapy. In fact, his citation of empirical evidence and prior debate is misleadingly biased against psychotherapy’s effectiveness. The small-scale Prioleau et al (4) meta-analysis and the Brodaty and Andrews (5) trial are outweighed by large amounts of evidence not mentioned by Wilkinson, but cited, for example, by Bloch and Lambert (6), whose critique of a position similar to Wilkinson’s is dismissed in the following sentence: ‘Despite this, the psychotherapy lobby seems unruffled’. The study by Sloane et al (7) is dismissed as yielding ‘rather inconclusive results’, which is hardly a fair account of a study showing a clear advantage to psychotherapy over a minimal treatment condition in terms of symptomatic improvement. Much is made of the fact that ‘no less than five editorials in prominent medical journals’ have criticised the empirical basis for psychotherapy on the basis of the single Prioleau et al article, but no mention is made of the critiques published in Behavioural and Brain Sciences alongside that article.
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When addressing the question of general practitioners’ evaluations of general outpatient psychiatric services v specialised psychotherapy, Wilkinson overinterprets the results of a single survey (8) apparently supporting his position. He does not consider the objections that GPs will see the general psychiatric outpatient clinic as the appropriate gateway to more specialist services judged appropriate by the general psychiatrist, and that no inference based on the particular local conditions of one health district can be generalised to other districts with different traditions and personnel. Readers of Wilkinson’s account will be surprised to learn from the original that 75 per cent of the GPs completing the questionnaire described individual psychotherapy as very/fairly useful; he reports that individual psychotherapy was ranked seventeenth in order of usefulness, a presentation that much better suits his purpose.

Thus far, I have given examples of how Wilkinson’s article is misleading in its use of terms, and is short on scholarship and long on biased polemic. Finally, let us turn, more constructively, to issues not addressed by Wilkinson, which urgently require attention if psychotherapy is to be placed on a secure scientific footing.

Taken as a whole, empirical evidence on the efficacy of psychotherapy suggests that it is, in general, effective (9, 10); however, there is remarkably little evidence that different forms of psychotherapy – from psychoanalysis to behaviour therapy – differ in their effectiveness, despite manifest discrepancies in their theoretical rationales and empirically demonstrated differences in what therapists actually say and do during sessions (11). Thus, what we urgently need is research designed to identify the therapeutic ingredients of readily specified, teachable, and economically implementable psychotherapies; recent developments have shown such studies to be feasible (12, 13, 14), contrary to earlier pessimism based upon the failure of older research strategies (15). Such research will not only tell us which psychotherapies are most effective for what problems, but also help us to satisfy the pressing scientific requirement to identify mechanisms of change.
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